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Introduction
Obtaining saliva for genomic analysis has become increasingly popular as collection kits are easy to use and less invasive than blood draws or biopsies.
However, a major drawback of saliva is the presence of often high levels of non-human contamination mainly due to oral bacteria, requiring costly additional
sequencing to reach 30X human genomic coverage and impacting downstream data analysis & variant calling.
To address this problem of bacterial contamination, we first have developed a sensitive and specific QPCR assay to quantitate % bacteria DNA in saliva
samples following extraction. Second, we are developing a method to deplete contaminating bacteria DNA from human DNA prior to library preparation.

Prevalence of Non-Human DNA in Saliva Genomes

Initial Results from Bacterial Depletion Testing

WGS data for >2800 saliva samples
show highly variable % alignment to
human (right).
• For saliva & buccal swabs, the
mean % alignment to human is
only 90% compared to 98.5% for
other sample types.

NA12878 human + E. coli control mixes and 6 saliva samples with known
% alignment were processed through the bacterial depletion protocol and
a subset were made into WGS libraries for HiSeqX sequencing.
Bacterial depletion was highly efficient as measured by QPCR:

• The % alignment is also more
variable for saliva.
• Some saliva samples have up to
80% of non-human reads.

High Throughput QPCR Assay to Quantify % Bacterial DNA
QPCR assay format

Validation of assay
• The QPCR assay was validated
with controls created with known
ratios of human : E. coli (top right).
• The assay was extremely accurate
at estimating the % E. coli spiked
into each human control sample.
• With actual saliva DNA samples,
the assay is a well correlated with
% unaligned data from sequencing
(bottom right).
• The QPCR estimate is always lower
than actual % unaligned, but this is
likely due to additional nonbacteria contamination.
Overall, the QPCR assay is a robust & cost effective method to identify
samples with high % bacterial contamination prior to library prep &
sequencing.

Bacterial DNA Depletion Method
• The depletion method we chose
utilizes the NEBnext Microbial
DNA Enrichment Kit from New
England Biolabs.
• In short, the method separates
probes to capture methylated
human DNA and separate it from
non-methylated prokaryotic DNA
(see NEB diagram at right).

HiSeqX sequencing data: WGS metrics show improvement in mean
coverage and alignment but slight reduction in overall SNP sensitivity:

Coverage analysis shows coverage loss over regions of low methylation:
• Following depletion, loss of
coverage was seen over
some intervals, particularly
in areas of low methylation
(pink in graph at right).
• This is not unexpected as
the method is designed to
select
for
methylated
human DNA from nonmethylated DNA.
• Regions of the genome
either not methylated or
not adjacent to a methyl-C
may not be captured.

Summary & Next Steps
• The QPCR assay is ready for immediate scaling &
implementation into Broad’s WGS workflow to screen for
highly contaminated saliva samples prior to processing.
• Bacteria DNA depletion is highly efficient at removing nonhuman DNA from saliva samples, but requires additional
development to improve evenness of genome coverage.
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